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Designed by The Studio HOME’SOCIETY 

x BRABBU, this apartment (199.30m2 

/2145.24sqft) located in the La Finca 

neighbourhood in Madrid, offers an 

intensely unique design with a lush 

and glamorous feel written all over 

its walls. When stepping inside this 

place, there is an artistic journey 

ready to explore that will stimulate 

people senses and turning their 

curiosity into wonder and admiration. 

With an imposing structure, this 

contemporary apartment reproduces 

A UNIQUELY CONTEMPORARY PROJECT 

WITH FIERCELY STRIKING VISUALS

wondrous cubism art paintings all 

around, mixing the incredible art with 

strong patterns, shapes and choices 

that make this project unique, 

astonishing and intensely fierce.   

The “Untamed” La Finca Home 

was inspired by the unparalleled art 

passion of the young married couple 

who owns the place, bringing a 

radiant vibrance that none other can 

replicate: each corner has a story, 

each painting a message and each 

item, a purpose. 
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FLOOR PLAN
199.30M2 /2145.24SQFT
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THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | INTERWEAVE ENTRYWAY

Moments are just l ike the patterns and 

shapes part of a painting interweave, and 

these moments always start and finish at 

the entrance of the house: where the day 

truly begins and ends, where people greet 

their friends before a splendid night of fun. 

The studio chose  BEGONIA  Dining Chair, 

in velvet blue, as the perfect complement 

to the COLOSSEUM  Console, while having 

its fierceness increased by the  CAY  Square 

Mirror and its unique aesthetic.
PRODUCTS: CAY Square Mirror, COLOSSEUM Console, CAY Wall Light and BEGONIA Dining Chair 

INTERWEAVE ENTRYWAY
8.84m2 I 95.15sqft
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THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | THE PORTRAIT OFFICE

Portrait Office was designed to offer the owners 

time to think, work and reflect on all the things 

that surround their lives. The cubist portrait in the 

back provides a great deal of inspiration within 

this wondrous place, captivating everyone who 

walks into that room.

THE PORTRAIT OFFICE
17.86m2 I 192.24sqft

Products: MAMBU Bookcase, MAMBU Console, DUKONO Armchair, DALYAN Dining Chair | UMLAZA Rug by Rug’Society | 

BARRY Table Light by Delightfull 
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THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | EN PLEURS LIVING ROOM

A living room must be filled with feelings, 

intensity and tenderness, so the painting 

in the beautiful marble wall, of a woman in 

tears, perfectly encapsulates what this room is 

supposed to be about: feeling and letting feel, 

allowing moments of both joy or sadness. 

EN PLEURS LIVING ROOM
75.44m2 I 812.02sqft

PRODUCTS: MAREGAS Modular Sofa, LALLAN Centre Table, LALLAN Mover TV, APIS Table Light, AGRA Coffee Table, 

GAIA Dining Chair, SAKI Pendant Light, KAROO Counter Stool | DÊCO Rug and TERRACOTTA Rug by Rug´Society | 

DUKE Suspension Light by Delightfull | UNION Table Light by Boca do Lobo
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THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | EN PLEURS LIVING ROOM

PRODUCTS: MAREGAS Modular Sofa, LALLAN Centre Table, LALLAN Mover TV, APIS Table Light, AGRA Coffee Table, 

GAIA Dining Chair, SAKI Pendant Light, KAROO Counter Stool | DÊCO Rug and TERRACOTTA Rug by Rug´Society | 

DUKE Suspension Light by Delightfull | UNION Table Light by Boca do Lobo
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Products: STOLA Dining Chair, NAZCA Sideboard, HULI Square Mirror, AURUM Wall Light, ARUM II Suspension Light and 

AGRA Display | METAMORPHOSIS Rug by Rug´Society 

Ark of the Covenant, a treasure golden chess, 

inspired the creation of this warm and powerful 

l iving room, promoting valuable moments when 

socializing among friends and family.

COVENANT DINING ROOM
38m2 I 409.02sqft

THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | COVENANT DINING ROOM
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Products: WALES Bed, BARAKA Bedside Table and WARAO Rug | ARETHA Chandelier and 

TURNER Table Light by Delightfull

THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | TRANQUILIDAD BEDROOM

The bedroom is the one place at home that 

lets the client’s personality shine through, 

encapsulating the feeling of the whole house. 

Tranquilidad bedroom is luxurious, lush and 

yet, simple, just as cubism is a simplification 

of geometric forms. Full of f ierce products like 

BARAKA bedside table and WALES Bed, this 

room allows extreme comfort and inspired 

blissfulness to the married couple

TRANQUILIDAD BEDROOM
20.21m2 I 217.53sqft
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Products: NEWTON Bathtub, NEWTON Freestanding and ORIGIN Mounting Floor Mixed with Hand Shower Tap by 

Maison Valentina | RING Mirror by Maison Valentina | GALLIANO Wall Light by Delightfull

From its incredibly unique marble to the view 

of nature outside the window, this bathroom 

design will turn the client’s rest into moments 

of incredibly powerful reflection, allowing for a 

bad day filled with stress to turn into a dreamy 

experience for all the senses. The magnificent 

Newton Bathtub and Freestanding are the 

centrepieces of this room, making the couple 

truly feel like they are at a private oasis.

Home’Society Studio strives to create the 

most unique, striking, and astonishing designs 

possible, to turn dreams into a reality, which 

was the case with this incredible project.

URBAN OASIS BATHROOM
19.84m2 I 213.55sqft

THE “UNTAMED” LA FINCA HOME IN MADRID | URBAN OASIS BATHROOM
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Home’Society is a collective of modern 

design brands that aims to offer 

integrated solutions for interior design 

projects around the world.

Contact:  

STUDIO@HOMESSOCIETY.COM

ABOUT HOME SOCIETY´

ABOUT BRABBU

BRABBU is a design brand that 

reflects an intense way of living, 

bringing fierceness, strength and 

power into an urban lifestyle. With a 

diverse range of furniture, casegoods, 

upholstery, lighting and rugs, and 

through sensory design, we pass 

on a unique experience in every 

product we design and produce.  

With BRABBU you will get more than a 

design product: you will get a diversity 

of spaces filled with memories and 

unique sensations in perfect harmony 

with your spaces and your personality

That is why we are the first choice 

for the most remarkable high end 

residential and hospitality projects 

around the world. BRABBU is present 

at the world’s most renowned design 

events with new versatile design 

products for eclectic environments that 

foresee the next trends.



THE “ÉTERNEL” PARISIAN APARTMENT | OASIS LIVING ROOM
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GET IN TOUCH

General Enquires

PRESS@BRABBU.COM

+351 912 354 698

WWW.HOMESSOCIETY.COM | WWW.BRABBU.COMWWW.HOMESSOCIETY.COM | WWW.BRABBU.COMWWW.HOMESSOCIETY.COM | WWW.BRABBU.COMWWW.HOMESSOCIETY.COM | WWW.BRABBU.COM


